We study the self-energy of phonons, magnetoelastically coupled to the two-dimensional Kitaev spin-model on the honeycomb lattice. Fractionalization of magnetic moments into mobile Majorana matter and a static Z2 gauge field lead to a continuum of relaxation processes comprising two channels. Thermal flux excitations, which act as an emergent disorder, strongly affect the phonon renormalization. Above the flux proliferation temperature, the dispersion of a narrow quasiparticlehole channel is suppressed in favor of broad and only weakly momentum dependent features, covering large spectral ranges. Our analysis is based on complementary calculations in the low-temperature homogeneous gauge and a mean-field treatment of thermal gauge fluctuations, valid at intermediate and high temperatures.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum spin liquids (QSL) are intriguing forms of matter, in which local magnetic order parameters are absent even at zero temperature. QSLs can result from frustrated magnetic exchange and may show many peculiar properties, which are of great current interest. Among them are fractionalized excitations, topological entanglement, and quantum orders 1,2 . Many models have been proposed, to approximately exhibit QSL behavior. Kitaev's compass exchange Hamiltonian on the honeycomb lattice is one of the few, in which a Z 2 QSL can exactly be shown to exist 3 . The spin degrees of freedom of this model fractionalize in terms of mobile Majorana fermions coupled to a static Z 2 gauge field [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Mottinsulators with strong spin-orbit coupling (SOC) may be a fertile ground for Kitaev materials [8] [9] [10] [11] . However, residual non-Kitaev exchange interactions remain an issue, driving most of the present systems into magnetic order at low temperatures 12 .
Free mobile Majorana fermions have been invoked to interpret ubiquitous unconventional continua in spectroscopies on Kitaev materials, like inelastic neutron [13] [14] [15] and Raman scattering 16 , as well as local resonance probes 17, 18 . Majorana fermions may also play a role in thermal transport. Here, α-RuCl 3 19 has been under intense scrutiny. A transverse thermal conductivity κ xy in magnetic fields, i.e. a thermal Hall effect, and its potential quantization has been observed 20 . This may be an evidence for chiral Majorana edge modes. Alternative explanations in terms of chiral magnon edge states have been given 21, 22 , lacking quantization of κ xy however.
In any real Kitaev system, proximate to a QSL, the Majorana fermions will be subject to unavoidable perturbations, including e.g. non-Kitaev exchange, defects and coupling to lattice degrees of freedom. While the former two have received considerable attention, spinphonon coupling in Kitaev magnets remains to be explored. Phonon-Majorana mixing has been shown to degrade the thermal Hall plateaus 23, 24 . For the longitudinal thermal conductivity κ xx in α-RuCl 3 25-28 , a picture has emerged where heat transport is primarily governed by phonons and phonon-Majorana scattering has been sug-gested to be an important dissipation mechanism 27, 28 . Various other indications of phonons mixing with putative Majorana particles in α-RuCl 3 have been reported in Raman scattering 29, 30 optical absorption 31 , and thermodynamic measurements 32 . Finally, magnetoelastic coupling along the Ru-Ru links in α-RuCl 3 is known to be significant, driving a transition into a pressure induced valence bond state [33] [34] [35] .
In this context, the main purpose of this work is to uncover signatures of Majorana fermions in phonon spectra of Kitaev magnets. We focus on the the long wave-length limit of acoustic modes, which play an important role in thermal transport. We find that the combination of a fermionic Dirac-cone spectrum and the thermal excitations of Z 2 gauge fluxes lead to dramatic deviations of the phonon self-energies as compared to conventional phonon-electron/magnon scattering. The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we describe the microscopic model. Sec. III details our calculations, discriminating between the low-temperature gauge ground state in Subsec. III A and the flux-proliferated state at elevated temperatures in Subsec. III B. In Sec. IV results for the phonon self-energy are discussed. Finally, we summarize in Sec. V.
II. SPIN-PHONON COUPLING
We consider the Kitaev spin-model on the two dimensional honeycomb lattice
where l = n 1 R 1 +n 2 R 2 runs over the sites of the triangular lattice with R 1 [2] 
2 )], and r α=x,y,z =
3 ) refer to the basis sites α = x, y, z, tricoordinated to each lattice site of the honeycomb lattice. As is well documented in the literature 3 , (1) can be mapped onto a quadratic form of Majorana fermions in the presence of a static Z 2 gauge η l = ±1, arXiv:1909.09360v1 [cond-mat.str-el] 20 Sep 2019 residing on, e.g., the α = z bonds
where η l,α is introduced to unify the notation, with η l,x(y) = 1 and η l,z = η l . There are two types of Majorana particles, corresponding to the two basis sites. We chose to normalize them as {a l , a l } = δ l,l , {c m , c m } = δ m,m , and {a l , c m } = 0. For each gauge sector {η l }, (2) represents a spin liquid. Various types of phonon couplings to (pseudo-)spins in SOC matter can be invoked microscopically, including one-and two-spin processes. Here we focus on lattice deformations u l introduced into (1) by a magnetoelastic coupling approach, i.e. J α changes to J α +∇J α ·(u l+rα − u l ). This kind of bond dependent modification of the exchange leave the mapping from (1) to (2) intact, i.e. the magnetoelastic coupling can be considered directly on the level of the Majorana hamiltonian
To simplify, we set ∇J α ≈ λr α , i.e. bond-'strechting' is assumed to be the primary source of spin-lattice coupling. Quantizing the deformations into phonons, we confine the analysis to the long wave-length limit of the acoustic spectrum. Due to this, we may discard the non-Bravais nature of the honeycomb lattice for the phonons 36 and introduce only a single type of boson b
with momentum q, normalized polarization vectors P qµ , with index µ for longitudinal or transverse modes, effective ionic mass m, and phonon dispersion ω qµ . 2D phonon momenta are assumed for the remainder of this work. With this, the Majorana-phonon coupling, i.e. the 2nd term in (3) reads
which is Hermitian, i.e. V −qµ = V † qµ .
III. PHONON SELF-ENERGY
In this section we present our evaluation of the phonon self-energy. We focus on two temperature regimes, namely T ( )T . Here T is the so called flux proliferation temperature. In the vicinity of this temperature the gauge field and therefore fluxes get thermally excited.
Previous analysis 37-39 has shown, that the temperature range over which a complete proliferation of fluxes occurs is confined to a rather narrow region, less than a decade centered around T ≈ 0.012J for isotropic exchange, J=J x,y,z , used in this work, and decrease rapidly with anisotropy 37, 39 . Our strategy therefore is to consider a homogeneous ground state gauge, i.e. η l = 1 for T T and completely random-gauge states for T T . This approach has proven to work very well on a quantitative level in several studies of the thermal conductivity of Kitaev models [38] [39] [40] .
A. Homogeneous gauge for T T For η l = 1 the Hamiltonian (1) can be diagonalized analytically in terms of complex Dirac fermions. Mapping from the real Majorana fermions to the latter can be achieved in various ways, all of which require some type of linear combination of real fermions in order to form complex ones. Here we do the latter by using Fourier transformed Majorana particles, a k = l e −ik·l a l / √ N with momentum k and analogously for c k . The prime reason for this is to remain with the structure of the honeycomb lattice. Other popular approaches 4,11 , lead to effective lattices which may pose issues regarding the discrete rotational symmetry of the phonon self-energy.
The fermions introduced in momentum space are complex with a † k = a −k , i.e. only half of the momentum states are independent. This rephrases, that for each Dirac fermion, there are two Majorana particles. Standard anticommutation relations apply,
where the˜ sums over a reduced 'positive' half of momentum space and sg γ =1(-1) for γ=1 (2) .
The quasiparticles are given by
From the sign change of the quasiparticle energy between bands γ=1,2 in Eq. (5) it is clear that the relations a † k = a −k and c † k = c −k for reversing momenta of the original Majorana ferminons has to change into d † 1(2)k = d 2(1)−k , switching also the bands. Indeed this is also born out of the transformation (6) . The phonon quasiparticle vertex V qµ from Eq. (4) turns into
To obtain the phonon renormalization we evaluate the self-energy Σ µν (q, iω n ) of the boson propagator
To make progress, we proceed by perturbation theory to O(V 2 ). This leaves aside potential concerns about Migdal's theorem 42, 43 . In order to ease geometrical complexity, we refrain from confining the complex fermions to only a reduced "positive" region of momentum space. This comes at the expense of additional anomalous anticommutators like e.g. {d 1k , d 2k } = δ −k,k and their corresponding contractions. After some algebra, we find
where the superscripts ph(pp) indicate particlehole(particle-particle) type of intermediate states of the Dirac fermions, f k (T ) = 1/(e k /T + 1) is the Fermi function, z ∈ C with Im(z) > 0, and the transition matrix elements are
where the +(−) sign corresponds to the ph(pp) channel. This concludes the formal details for T T . 
whereõ = FoF † and v qµ stems from Eq. (4). We emphasize, that (i) F does not diagonalize H and (ii) that in general, the 2N × 2N matrices of Fourier transformed operatorsõ will contain particle number non-conserving entries of D fermions.
As for the case of the homogeneous gauge in Sec. III A the phonon self-energy for a particular gauge sector {η l } is given by
This is evaluated using Wick's theorem for quasiparticles T = UD, referring to a 2N ×2N Bogoliubov transformation U which is determined numerically for a given distribution {η l } and which diagonalizes (Uh 0 U † ) ρσ = δ ρσ ρ , with ρ = ( 1 . . . N , − 1 · · · − N ). We get
where f σ (T ) = 1/(e σ /T + 1), and overbars refer to swapping the upper and lower half of the range of 2N indices, e.g.ρ = ρ ∓ N for ρ ≷ N . For clarity sake we note, that the indices µ, ν refer to three phonon polarizations, while the indices ρ, σ label 2N quasiparticles. As a final step, Σ µν (q, z) from Eq. (12) is averaged over a sufficiently large number of random distributions {η l }. This concludes the formal details of the evaluation of the self-energy for T T .
IV. RESULTS
In this section we discuss selected properties of the phonon self-energy. Ahead of that, several issues have to be addressed. First, we note that material-specific analysis of phonons and a classification of related (pseudo)spin-phonon coupling processes in potential Kitaev com- pounds has only begun recently. Most noteworthy, abinitio calculations suggest that acoustic phonons in α-RuCl 3 have sound velocities very similar to those of the fermions at the Dirac cone 32, 45 . In view of this, we use a very simple phonon dispersion ω q = v p [3 − cos(q x ) − 2 cos(q x /2) cos( √ 3q y /2)] 1/2 , meant solely to show some arbitrarily chosen form of sixfold symmetry and we set v p ≡ 1, i.e. of O(J x,y,z ) hereafter. We emphasize that ω q is simply a scale factor to Σ µν (q, z) with only ω q ∼ O(q) at small q being relevant for proper hydrodynamic behavior. Second, although Σ µν (q, iω n ) is non-diagonal in principle, such mixing of different phonon branches, is not expected to provide additional qualitative insight. Therefore, for the remainder of this section we focus on a diagonal component Σ(q, z) ≡ Σ µµ (q, z) of the self-energy, and we furthermore assume the corresponding polarization µ to be longitudinal. In any material-specific context, the meaning of the latter may be intricate 45 . Here we set P to be a unit vector along q. Third, all result for Σ(q, z) are displayed in terms of Σ(q, z)/ω q , which, in view of the Dyson equation for the phonons is the dimensionless renormalization parameter of the phonon dispersion, i.e. ω q → ω q (1 + Σ(q, z)/ω q ). Moreover Σ(q, z)/ω q is presented on a scale of λ 2 /m. The latter quantity encodes the strength of the magnetoelastic coupling. For cuprates with simple spin super-exchange, estimates of the latter exist 44 . For SOC assisted Mott-insulators with pseudospin compass exchange of the Kitaev type, this is an open issue and not part of our analysis. Fourth, we confine the discussion to the imaginary part of Σ(q, ω + i0 + ). This is no loss of information, because of the Kramers-Kronig relation. Fifth, performing the average over gauge configurations in Eq. (12), we use an additional averaging, namely over periodic and antiperiodic boundary conditions. This reduces finite size effects. Sixth and conceptually important, our results for ImΣ(q, ω + i0 + ) are sixfold symmetric regarding the direction of q. This seems clear from the original spin hamiltonian and is obviously satisfied in the homogeneous gauge. However also for T T , with random gauge links along the zbonds, and for all momenta q considered, we find that ImΣ(q, ω + i0 + ) obeys this symmetry. Now we consider the low-T behavior, using the homogeneous gauge ground state. A typical small-q spectrum of Σ(q, ω+i0 + ) is shown in Fig. 1. From Eq. (8) , it comprises two decay types for the phonon, (i) a particle-hole (ph) and (ii) a two-particle (pp) channel. On the scale of the plot only the latter is visible. The inset refers to the ph-channel. In stark contrast to usual phonon-electron scattering, the Fermi volume shrinks to zero in the Kitaev model as T →0, i.e., occupied states only stem from a small patch with k T around the Dirac cone. Therefore, the weight of the ph-channel decreases rapidly to zero as T →0. In this regime and for small-q, because of the linear fermion dispersion close to the cones, the spectral support of the ph-continuum is roughly confined to a narrow strip of order ω ∈ [max(0, q −2T ), q ]. At the upper edge of this continuum the ph DOS is singular. The inset of Fig. 1 is consistent with this, considering the finite system size and imaginary broadening used. Regarding the pp-channel, the complete two-particle continuum is unoccupied and available for intermediate states as T →0. This leads to the broad spectral hump seen in Fig. 1 , which extends out to max(2 k ) = 3J z , at J x,y = J z and is two orders of magnitude larger than the ph-process at this temperature.
We note that for systems with small-q phonon velocities, comparable to those of the fermions at the Dirac cone, the on-shell phonon damping ImΣ(q, ω q +i0 + ) stems from an energy range similar to that of the inset in Fig. 1 . In view of the strong suppression of the ph-channel, the low-T phonon damping, if due to scattering from mobile matter fermions, would primarily result from two-particle decay.
Next we focus on temperatures above the flux proliferation, i.e. T T , using a random gauge state. Fig. 2 show the spectrum of Σ(q, ω+i0 + ) for three representative low-q values versus ω. Decomposing Eq. (12) into addends with σ ρ ≷ 0 the ph-and pp-contributions to ImΣ(q, ω+i0 + ) can be extracted and are also shown. For comparison, the spectrum for completely identical system parameters, however in the absence of gauge disorder, i.e. for a homogeneous ground state gauge is included. Small oscillations in the latter are due to larger finite size effects within the homogeneous gauge. Fig. 2 highlights the drastic impact of thermally excited fluxes. While quantitatively, keeping a homogeneous gauge, elevated temperatures merely increase the weight of the ph-channel, qualitatively the latter remains a narrow structure below ∼ q in the small-q limit. This situation changes completely in the thermally excited gauge background. As is obvious from the figure, the ph-channel spreads into a broad feature, extending over roughly the entire one- particle energy range. The shape of this feature is modulated by q. The pp-channel on the other hand seems less affected by the gauge disorder, with a shape qualitatively similar to that in the gauge ground state. Interestingly, these findings bear some resemblance to studies of the dynamical thermal conductivity κ(ω) in Kitaev spin systems 38 . While this is a completely different q = 0 correlation function, it also displays a sharp low frequency structure, the so-called Drude-peak ∼ δ(ω) and a pp-continuum in the homogeneous gauge. However for T T the Drude peak is smeared over an energy range ∼ J x,y,z by fermions scattering from thermally excited gauges, while the pp-continuum is less affected. Here, Fig. 2 signals a small systematic reduction of the fermion band-width for T T . Again, the same effect is found in κ(ω).
In Fig. 3 the spectrum of the phonon self-energy is displayed along a path connecting high-symmetry points in the BZ for T T . This figure has to be taken with a grain of salt. As has been emphasized, Eq. (3) is an approximation for the long wave-length limit, neglecting the two-site basis of the honeycomb lattice regarding the phonons. Therefore the large-q spectra in Fig. 3 are ap- proximate only. Our main point however, should remain unaffected by this. Namely, that while the two distinct types of relaxation channels, i.e. ph and pp, contained in the low-T limit Eq. (8) and the sharp ph-spike in the spectra assuming a homogeneous gauge, might suggest that ImΣ(q, ω+i0 + ) should display a dispersive feature, shadowing the fermion dispersion, this is not so. On the contrary, for T T and because of thermally excited gauges ImΣ(q, ω+i0 + ) in Fig. 3 is almost featureless, covering all of the energy range ω ∈ [0, max(2 k )] at any momentum. At low-q, remnants of the fermion ph-continuum boundary can be observed dispersing upwards, however this is only a weak phenomenon. For q approaching the M and K points there is a global intensity increase. The role of the small-q approximation for this is unclear. Finally, for T T the spectrum is also weakly dispersive only, because of the strong suppression of the ph-channel, as discussed in Fig. 1 .
Finally we turn to the temperature dependence of the phonon lifetime. This requires realistic dispersions ω q and values for λ 2 /m to either solve for z 2 − ω 2 q − 2ω q Σ(q, z) = 0 self consistently, or approximately use the on-shell self-energy ImΣ(q, ω q +i0 + ). Lacking this information, we nevertheless consider the latter quantity for fixed values of q, ω using three potentially 'typical' acoustic phonon energies ω for the chosen low-q wave vector. This is shown in Fig. 4 . The figure highlights two points. First, the qualitative variations of the phonon lifetime with T strongly depends on the actual phonon energy. Second, and universally, since the phonons scatter off a reservoir of fermions, they will undress as the latter turns classical, i.e. as T J x,y,z . Since J x,y,z in several Kitaev materials can be of order of the Debye energy, this may be of experimental relevance.
V. SUMMARY
In conclusion, phonons in Kitaev magnets experience scattering from a characteristic continuum of excitations comprising fractionalized fermionic quasiparticles, allowing for ph-as well as pp-decay channels. In contrast to conventional phonon-electron coupling, thermally excited random gauge fluxes strongly broaden the low-energy ph-channel and render the scattering only weakly dispersive. Our study remains with several open questions. These include a more realistic treatment of the phonon polarizations and band structure, a microscopic analysis of the strength of the magnetoelatic coupling, and related to that, the role of vertex corrections. Moreover, other types of phonon-(pseudo)spin interactions should be considered. Finally, regarding the impact of non-Kitaev exchange, it is tempting to speculate, that similar to previous analysis of transport 46 , the pp-decay channel will persist to signal remnants of Majorana physics in the phonon renormalization, even if a sizable Heisenberg exchange is added to the model.
